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Abstract Interactive high-fidelity rendering is still unachievable on many consumer devices. Cloud gaming
services have shown promise in delivering interactive
graphics beyond the individual capabilities of user devices. However, a number of shortcomings are manifest in these systems: high network bandwidths are required for higher resolutions and input lag due to network fluctuations heavily disrupts user experience. In
this paper we present a scalable solution for interactive
high-fidelity graphics based on a distributed rendering
pipeline where direct lighting is computed on the client
device and indirect lighting in the cloud. The client
device keeps a local cache for indirect lighting which
is asynchronously updated using an object space representation; this allows us to achieve interactive rates
that are unconstrained by network performance for a
wide range of display resolutions that are also robust
to input lag. Furthermore, in multi-user environments,
the computation of indirect lighting is amortised over
participating clients.
Keywords Rendering · Rasterization · Global Illumination · Distributed Algorithms · Cloud Computing
1 Introduction
An accurate lighting model and rapid visual feedback
are two important factors in conveying realistic graphics at interactive rates [33][41]. While a large number of
methods for computing realtime dynamic global illumination have been proposed, increasing the level of immersion in virtual environments, these typically trade
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off quality and accuracy for performance, and are incapable of running on all but the most powerful machines.
Cloud computing, which has enabled the use of
low performance devices for tasks beyond their computational capabilities, has been gainfully employed
to accelerate rendering in both offline and realtime
settings. In offline rendering, services such as Render
Rocket [2] or Autodesk 360 [1] make available an ondemand infrastructure for distributed rendering in the
cloud, essentially providing each individual user with a
Render Farm for accelerating image synthesis. In the
latter case, cloud computing has heralded the rise of
interactive streaming services for video games (cloud
gaming systems), which allow a wide range of devices
to consume games that are either unavailable on a
given platform or too taxing for its hardware to run
satisfactorily, making the computational capacity of
client devices largely irrelevant [28]. Although effective
in providing a homogeneous experience to a plethora
of devices with varying capabilities, the cloud gaming
paradigm is highly susceptible to network latency and
bandwidth constraints. High definition (HD) and ultra
high definition (UHD) streams, especially at higher
frame rates, transfer significant amounts of data which
may exclude users with low-tier network configurations
from using the service due to bandwidth limitations
(see Table 1). Furthermore, disruptions caused by
fluctuations in network performance negatively affect
the user experience. A comparison of cloud gaming
systems carried out by Digital Foundry [5] has shown
that load and network performance fluctuations can
significantly increase input lag, making a game less
responsive; in some tests, the recorded lag was as high
as 300ms, higher than the threshold of 250ms at which
games are virtually unplayable.
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Table 1: Bandwidth requirements/recommendations for
various video-on-demand and cloud gaming services.
Service
Netflix
Netflix
Netflix
Netflix
Hulu Plus
Hulu Plus
Hulu Plus
OnLive
OnLive
Playstation Now
Gamefly Streaming
GeForce NOW
GeForce NOW

Resolution

Bandwidth

576p
720p
1080p
2160p
576p
720p
1080p
576p
720p
720p
720p30
720p60
1080p60

2.0 Mbit/s
4.0 Mbit/s
5.0 Mbit/s
25.0 Mbit/s
1.0 Mbit/s
2.0 Mbit/s
3.2 Mbit/s
2.0 Mbit/s
5.0 Mbit/s
5.0 Mbit/s
5.0 and 10.0 Mbit/s
10.0 and 20.0 Mbit/s
10.0 and 50.0 Mbit/s

Typical cloud gaming systems, commercial ones
also, employ a straightforward offloading strategy
where each connecting client is synchronously mapped
to a single cloud server running the desired application.
Virtualised environments are oftentimes employed for
less computationally-demanding applications such as
legacy titles. Application output is then streamed
back to the client as video [10]. Besides lacking the
scalability required of economic cloud deployments,
this approach does not take advantage of amortisation
of computation since each server works in isolation.
This paper proposes Remote Asynchronous Indirect Lighting (RAIL), a distributed rendering technique
that decouples inexpensive computations from the rest
of the rendering pipeline and moves their execution to
the client device. Through asynchronous computation,
the system provides highly responsive high-fidelity rendering at HD resolutions and higher, and makes use of
amortisation of computation to deliver improved scalability for multiple users sharing the same virtual environments [8]. The contributions of this work are:
– a scalable asynchronous distributed rendering
method with low bandwidth requirements that is
resolution-independent and robust to network service fluctuations, expected of typical connectivity
over the Internet;
– the application of the method to the software-as-aservice (SaaS) paradigm for highly interactive rendering in HD (and higher) over a wide spectrum of
devices.
2 Related Work
Dachsbacher et al. [12] present a survey of many-lights
algorithms, a class of global illumination methods
inspired by Instant Radiosity [22], a bidirectional

rendering technique that emits rays from light sources
and follows them as they interact with surfaces across
the scene. At every ray-surface interaction, a virtual
point light (VPL) is created, to approximate the
indirect lighting contribution of the surface region
centred at the point of intersection. Both direct and
indirect lighting computation are reduced to a single
operation, the summation of contributions from point
light sources dotted across the scene. Debattista et
al. [15] introduced a hybrid of Instant Radiosity [22]
and the Irradiance Cache [42], which is conceptually
similar to the shading method proposed in this work,
albeit the former is view-dependent. Bikker et al. [6]
present a method to generate a view-independent point
cloud for storing shading information; we use a similar
method to generate a representation for static scene
geometry, which is adequate to demonstrate the concept of remote asynchronous rendering. Nevertheless,
RAIL is not tied to a specific generation algorithm and
more efficient ones may be used if so desired.
An overview of parallel rendering algorithms for
high-fidelity graphics can be found in Chalmers et
al. [9]. In the context of interactive distributed rendering in the cloud, Pajak et al. [34] proposed a remote
rendering service based on a single desktop setup that
couples rendering, compression and streaming. In order
to aid image reconstruction at the client from low
resolution frames and increase robustness to data loss,
they augment the streaming of video information using
depth and motion information, achieving frame rates of
25 to 30 Hz at SVGA resolutions (800 × 600) and 9 to
12 Hz at HD resolutions (1920 × 1080) on a weak client
(notebook with a low-end GPU). Crassin et al. [10]
propose Cloudlight, a distributed rendering pipeline for
global illumination, focusing on low network latency
and the amortisation of computation over multi-user
virtual environments. As opposed to rendering entirely
in the cloud, they use an approach similar to what we
propose, where the rendering pipeline is only partially
offloaded from the client. In particular, they introduce
a distributed rendering pipeline which computes the
indirect lighting contribution in the cloud, amortising
the computations across multiple clients in multi-user
settings. Three lighting algorithms were proposed,
each with different bandwidth and reconstruction
costs [11][31][19][29]. Two of these algorithms, the
path-traced irradiance maps and realtime photon
mapping, are asynchronous in nature, decoupling client
updates from the cloud computation and the network
performance. Irradiance maps yield low bandwidth
requirements, and reconstruction costs are also cheap,
but the difficulty in acquiring UV-parameterisation
for moderately complex scenes doesn’t always make
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them a viable option due to the laborious nature
of the parameterisation [10]. Photon tracing doesn’t
require any parameterisations but has substantially
larger bandwidth requirements, close to an order of
magnitude more than the requirements of streaming
cloud gaming platforms. Moreover, the indirect lighting
reconstruction at the client poses prohibitive computational costs for some low to mid-range devices. The
third algorithm, which adopts a synchronous approach,
uses cone-traced sparse voxel global illumination, and
although updates at 30 Hz can be sustained for 5
clients, this soon drops to 12 Hz as soon as the number
of clients is increased to 24. Liu et al. [27] propose
a distributed rendering pipeline which, similarly to
Cloudlight [10], streams GI information to the client using H.264 encoded video. Indirect lighting is computed
using view-dependent techniques, such as reflective
shadow maps [13], light propagation volumes [21] and
voxel cone tracing [11]; thus, computation cannot be
amortised across multiple clients and camera changes
require GI to be recomputed.

3 Method
The goal of RAIL is to provide high-fidelity graphics
that go beyond the capabilities of individual client devices, and to do so at highly interactive rates with minimal bandwidth requirements and input lag, which has
been shown to be detrimental to user experience.
In high-fidelity rendering, dynamic indirect lighting
comprises a substantial part of the computational cost
of frame synthesis, beyond the means of most consumer
devices. Conversely, direct lighting, can be adequately
computed by most consumer devices furnished with basic hardware graphics capabilities, from smartphones
to tablets, to laptops to desktop machines. These systems are equally capable of visualising precomputed
indirect illumination, typically reconstructing it from
view-independent data structures.
RAIL decouples direct and indirect lighting,
computing the latter in the cloud. Indirect lighting
is stored in a view-independent data structure, a
snapshot of which is also kept by the client and
asynchronously updated. This snapshot is used to
reconstruct indirect lighting at every frame, whenever
direct lighting is computed by the client. This method
has a number of advantages: (i) visual fidelity may
go beyond the computational possibilities of a client
device in isolation;(ii) frame updates are not bound to
network performance, eliminating any input lag; and
(iii) a server-based view-independent indirect lighting
representation can be shared among multiple clients
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collaborating within a virtual environment, possibly
amortising computation costs.
Algorithm 1 Synchronous version of the proposed rendering algorithm.
1: Q ← GeneratePointSet(scene)
2: while true do
3:
V ← TraceVPLs(scene)
4:
ShadePointSet(Q, V )
5:
I ← ReconstructIndirect(scene, Q)
6:
D ← ComputeDirect(scene)
7:
MergeAndPresent(I, D)
8: end while

. (§3.1)
. (§3.2)
. (§3.2)
. (§3.2)
. (§3.3)

Although RAIL is designed as an asynchronous distributed rendering algorithm (see Figure 1), for clarity
we initially present a synchronous centralised formulation of the algorithm, elaborating on how a point description of the scene is generated and used to compute indirect lighting for object surfaces and reconstruct the full global illumination solution in realtime
(see Algorithm 1). Briefly, a point cloud representation
of the scene is generated offline for sampling diffuse indirect lighting (line 1). Light tracing is used to generate VPLs (line 3), which are used to shade the generated point cloud (line 4). Indirect lighting is reconstructed from the sparse samples in the point cloud
(line 5) and merged with the direct lighting component
(lines 6-7). In the reconstruction of indirect lighting,
static geometry (non-movable, non-deformable geometry) is shaded using interpolated irradiance from the
point cloud (§3.3), while dynamic geometry is shaded
using a higher-order ambient function, a coarse approximation of indirect lighting (§3.4). The asynchronous
distributed formulation of the algorithm is introduced
subsequently, in Section 4.
3.1 Generation of Diffuse Indirect Sample Point Set
A point representation of the scene is generated to
sparsely sample the indirect lighting function for
reconstruction during interactive rendering. This
process is a one-time, per-scene precomputation step.
The selection of indirect diffuse sample points in this
work is based on Bikker et al. [6], who use a method
similar to Brouillat et al. [7] where light tracing is
employed to place a number of dart sources in the
scene. A dart throwing technique is then applied, using
these sources, to trace and record points on the surface
of scene geometry. The dart density is controlled via
poisson disk sampling [17], to ensure that an area is
neither too densely nor too sparsely populated; the
generated distribution is not necessarily maximal [18].
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Fig. 1: Rendering using remote asynchronous computation, high-level architecture
The area of effect of a dart, or record, is determined
by evaluating the ambient occlusion function at the
respective point in the scene [24].
3.2 Estimation and Reconstruction of Indirect
Lighting
The estimation of indirect lighting is a dynamic process
that is affected by scene changes in illumination sources
or objects. This entails evaluating the rendering equation [20] over the hemisphere centred at each sample
point. To accomplish this, we use a many-lights algorithm [12]; specifically, we compute the indirect lighting
contribution in two phases, first by tracing a number
of light paths and creating VPLs for each path vertex,
and secondly by iterating over the VPLs and computing
the respective contribution for each unoccluded sample
point. The indirect lighting contribution at a point is
progressively accumulated when no changes in the scene
state are recorded. Specifically, for n progressive contributions, the indirect lighting at theP
sample point is the
n
mean of these contributions E = ( i=1 Ei ) / n, where
th
Ei is the i contribution and E the current indirect
lighting at an arbitrary sample point. When a change in
scene state is effected, a new sequence of contributions
is started, to match changes in state. However, to avoid
abrupt changes in the lighting, the first term of the
new sequence is carried over from the previous sequence

(E0 = E). Although this introduces additional bias, it
also favours temporal coherence and shows less discontinuity. The estimation step updates a point cloud Q
such that each sample point q ∈ Q represents a point
on a surface at which diffuse indirect lighting has been
evaluated. To reconstruct the indirect lighting function
for a point p on any surface in the scene, an inverse distance weighting is used to interpolate the irregularlyspaced data in Q [39]. The weight of the contribution
of each sample q in the extrapolation of p is given by:
µ

W (p, q) = (max(0, r − |pp − qp |) max(0, pn · qn )),

(1)

where r is the range determining q’s area of effect and,
pp , qp and pn , qn are the positions and surface normals
at p and q respectively. The exponent µ determines
whether the reconstruction function Φ peaks (0 < µ ≤
1) or is level (µ > 1) at the nodes [35]:
P
Φ(p) =

q∈Q
P

W (p, q) qe

q∈Q

W (p, q)

.

(2)

Q is the set of all indirect samples (the point cloud
containing the estimated irradiance) and qe is the irradiance at q.
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Fig. 2: Parallel view of geometry (left) and generated point sets (right) for the scenes used in this work.
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Fig. 3: The client rendering pipeline reconstructs indirect lighting from the shading point cloud and G-buffer,
merging the result with direct lighting to obtain a GI
solution.
3.3 Integrating Direct and Indirect Lighting
Reconstructing the indirect lighting contribution
requires knowledge of point cloud Q and geometric
details about the points for which the function is being
reconstructed, such as surface positions, normals and
albedos. In deferred shading pipelines, which perform
screen-space shading, this information is readily
available as a geometry-buffer (G-buffer) [16][38]. This
makes reconstruction using Equation 2 straightforward but inefficient, since all points in Q have to be
considered, even though they might not contribute
anything to the final value. Thus, a multiple-reference
regular grid G is introduced as an overlay on Q to
accelerate nearest neighbour queries using spatial
hashing. Records are referenced from each cell that
overlaps their sphere of validity, simplifying the lookup
to the examination of a single cell and the records
contained within.
From equations 1 and 2, it follows that in order to
calculate the contribution of each sample q, properties

like position, surface normal, irradiance and range are
required and thus, have to be accounted for in the space
complexity of the regular grid. Specifically, let c be the
number of cells along an edge of the grid and c3 the
total number of cells in the grid. The edge of each cell
is cl units long. The sample range of effect r in the
weighting function (Equation 1) determines the spatial
extent of a search operation and can be used to estimate
the maximum number of references for a sample to (2r/
cl )3 , with the total being |Q| · (2r / cl )3 . Each cell holds
an index to a record reference, which points to the first
record in a bin that holds references to records affecting
the given cell. A further indirection exists, that maps
each reference to the actual record index, and finally
the records themselves are stored. The index held in
each cell of the grid is 4 bytes long, while each entry in
the reference map is 8 bytes long. A single record is 23
bytes long, 12 bytes for position, 8 for surface normals
and 3 for irradiance. The upper bound on the space
requirements of the regular grid is thus |Q| · (8(2r /
cl )3 + 23) + 4c3 . A typical grid (c = 64, cl = 4, r = 6
and |Q| = 40000) requires 10 MB of GPU memory.

The records are stored in memory as a structure-ofarrays (SoA) rather than an array-of-structures (AoS),
the motivation being that only irradiance values in
records change and thus locality during host-to-adapter
copies is exploited by modifying in bulk only the affected array. Thus, using a G-buffer and a regular grid
storing irradiance samples, the diffuse indirect lighting
for the current view can be efficiently reconstructed.
High-frequency texture details are not present in the
reconstruction and must be added via multiplicative
blending of the albedo G-buffer channel and irradiance.
Subsequently, the result is blended with the direct
lighting output of the rendering pipeline. For devices
with limited fill rates [26], the reconstructed irradiance
channel may be smaller than the size of the frame
buffer, to preserve high frame rate interactivity. In
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these cases, prior to the final composition, geometryaware upscaling using joint bilateral upsampling [23]
is applied to the channel. Similarly to McGuire et
al. [30], the weights used are based on 2D bilinear
interpolation, normals and depth differences between
the low and high resolution G-buffers. The upscaled
irradiance is combined with the albedo channel and
then with the direct contribution, to derive the final
image (Figure 3).
Algorithm 2 Propagation of ambient contribution values to empty cells.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

procedure Propagate(grid, iterations)
Ac [· · · ] ← 1
for 1 ≤ n ≤ iterations do
for each p ∈ grid ∧ ¬ isEmpty(p) do
cells ← FilterNeighbours(p)
for each c ∈ cells∧ isEmpty(c) do
Ae [c] ← Ae [c] + Ae [p]
inc Ac [c]
end for
end for
for each p ∈ grid do
Ae [p] ← Ae [p]/Ac [p]
end for
end for
end procedure
procedure FilterNeighbours(p)
n ← An [p]
cells ← ∅
for each axis ∈ {x, y, z} do
if |naxis | >= √13 then
nsgn = sgn(naxis )
cells ← cells ∪ neighbour(p, axis, nsgn )
end if
end for
return cells
end procedure

3.4 Dynamic Scenes
The system currently supports dynamic objects, deformable ones also. These objects are factored in the
VPL tracing and point cloud shading steps (§3.2), and
thus, can occlude and reflect light. To avoid changing the structure of the grid G (see §3.3) whenever
an object moves, a coarser approximation of indirect
lighting is used, inspired by ambient occlusion, and is
computed in two steps. The constant ambient term,
traditionally used to approximate indirect reflections
in the scene, is turned into a higher-order function of
space; this is then evaluated by partitioning the scene
into a coarse regular grid, with each cell containing an
ambient term approximation for the region, and trilinearly interpolating these values across adjacent cells

(see §3.5). The ambient term for each cell is computed
from the weighted mean of all irradiance points in Q
affecting the cell. This coarse grid is referred to as the
ambient grid A, and is distinct from the grid G discussed in Section 3.3; the latter is used to accelerate
nearest neighbour searches of Q. Spatially, A is fitted
over scene geometry such that the longest edge of the
bounding volume of the scene corresponds to an edge
of the bounding volume of A. The edges of the ambient grid are equal, which means that, geometrically, it
is a cube, subdivided equally along all edges. The constituting cells contain three important values, a single
quantity Ae representing the weighted mean irradiance
(ambient contribution) of the sample points in Q which
are also contained with the volume of the cell itself, a
normalised vector An representing the principal direction of the sample normals contained within the cell,
and a scalar contribution count Ac that keeps track of
the number of ambient contributions a given cell has
received from neighbouring cells. Cells are indexed via
a triple p = (x, y, z), where 0 ≤ x, y, z < subdivisions.
The ambient contribution for a cell is computed as follows:
P
Ae [x, y, z] =

q∈Qxyz

P

qo qe

q∈Qxyz

qo

,

(3)

where Qxyz is the subset of points in Q that is contained
in the grid cell with index (x, y, z), and qe and qo are
the irradiance and ambient occlusion values for sample
q respectively. Note that qo is computed offline, during
the generation of Q, and stored (see §3.1). The layout of
scene geometry, and consequently the distribution of Q,
may be such that some cells in the grid are empty (i.e.,
Qxyz = ∅). A straightforward iterative approach is used
to propagate the ambient contribution from neighbouring cells and fill empty ones. When the ambient grid is
first created, principal component analysis is performed
on the normal vectors of the samples contained in each
cell. A principal component is determined and used as
the aggregated surface normal An for that cell. Propagation is a runtime process which uses the ambient
contribution values of neighbouring cells to populate
the empty ones; the process is described in Algorithm
2. For each cell in the grid that has a valid ambient
contribution (source cell ), the direction of propagation
is determined from the principal normal An . The normal is used to determine which neighbouring cells to
consider. The principal normal n = Ap [px , py , pz ] is decomposed into its axial components nx , ny and nz . If
the length of each component exceeds a given threshold
(± √13 ), then the cells adjacent to the face with the component axis’ normal are added to the propagation set.
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Consequently, the ambient contribution of the source
cell is combined with that at each of the selected neighbours; Ac keeps track of the number of contributions
a cell has received during one iteration of propagation.
An iteration completes once all the source cells have
been considered, after which the propagated contributions are averaged. Figure 4 gives an example of propagation, for two iterations. The threshold value √13 is the
length of each component of a unit vector which makes
an angle of π/4 to each principal axis.

3.5 Using the Ambient Grid
During rendering, the ambient grid A is used to contribute indirect lighting to regions that are not covered
by the samples in Q, such as dynamic geometry. Irradiance at p is coarsely estimated from the ambient
contributions by performing trilinear interpolation between adjacent cells of the grid, denoted by Fa (A, p).
The application of Fa to geometry subject only to direct lighting can be seen in figures 5a and 5b. In the
first figure, the object is illuminated only by means of
direct light; since the light is partially occluded, a great
part of the object is depicted in black. In the second figure the black patches on the object are now lit via the
ambient function, albeit the latter does not take into account surface occlusion. Thus, a heavily occluded point
receives the same contribution as one that is less occluded, leading to a loss of perception of the shape of
the object, as can be observed in Figure 5b. In order to
curtail a point’s exposure to ambient lighting and provide a better perception of the shape of geometry [24],
ambient occlusion (AO) is applied to Fa . The extension
to the ambient function is thus:
Z
Fa (A, p)
Fao (A, p) =
V (p, ω) ω · Np dω.
(4)
π
Ω
AO being a global method, it requires access to scene
geometry in order to compute point visibility, which
makes it less suitable for use in rasterisation. Instead of
traditional AO, screen space ambient occlusion (SSAO)
is used, which is a faster approximation that computes
occlusion from neighbouring pixel depths rather than
scene geometry [32]. The application of the new ambient function Fao can be seen in Figure 5c, where the
AO term is evaluated using SSAO.

4 Distributing the Rendering Pipeline
In this section, the synchronous rendering method
described thus far is transformed into an asynchronous
distributed rendering pipeline (see Algorithm 1).

7

The first three steps (lines 1-4) are computationally
expensive, beyond the reach of low-end hardware such
as smartphones and tablet devices, making them good
candidates for offloading to a powerful server backend.
Particularly, the first step (line 1), which generates
the point set, is a one-time precomputation step that
can be carried out offline. The last two steps (lines
5-7) may be easily run on a low-end device, provided
Q is available, in the form of the regular grid G
(see §3.3). Distributing the rendering pipeline, thus,
becomes a problem of synchronisation, whereby the
regular grids at client ends are made consistent with
that at the server, and the server’s representation of
dynamic objects in the scene, such as light sources, is
made consistent with that of its clients. The highly
interactive nature of client applications precludes the
use of a blocking synchronisation mechanism that
depends on network performance. Thus, a particular
grid Gc at a client device is treated as a local cache of
the server version Gs , and is updated asynchronously,
without affecting the local rendering steps (lines 5-7),
which are allowed to run unconstrained. Server-side,
Gs is updated to reflect indirect diffuse lighting in
the scene (3-4) and executes independently of client
communication. Any scene changes received from
clients are queued and applied to scene state on the
server, invalidating indirect lighting computed thus far
(see Figure 1).
4.1 Synchronisation of Indirect Lighting
The first message exchange between a client and the
server backend is the initial transfer of grid Gs to the
client, such that Gc = Gs . Subsequent exchanges are
always started by the client device, which sends camera details and any changes to scene state that potentially affect indirect lighting, such as changes in light
sources. In response, the server uses the client’s camera
parameters to form a frustum and clip the point cloud.
The points contained in the frustum are then sent back
to the client, together with any changes performed to
scene state by other clients. Frustum clipping operates
at cell-based granularity; all points contained in a cell
intersecting the frustum are included in the response
message, provided the irradiance values of at least one
of them has changed. Particularly, the structure of a
response contains a unique identifier for the cell, followed by the irradiance triples for the points contained
in that cell. Since the point ordering is deterministic,
indices are not included with the irradiance values; a
map at the client associates the position of each irradiance value for a received cell to a position in the SoA
(see §3.3). This significantly reduces the size of data
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Ae [i − 1, j + 1]

Ae [i, j + 1]

Ae [i − 1, j + 1]

(a) No ambient value.

(b) 1st iteration.

Ae [i, j + 1]

(c) 2nd iteration.

Fig. 4: Iterative propagation process for ambient lighting. In 4a, cells that contain no samples (and hence no
ambient value) are marked in white. Ae [i, j] marks the weighted mean of irradiance values, which is used to
propagate indirect lighting to adjacent cells. In 4b, one iteration of propagation has been performed, and the
empty cells adjacent to (i, j) which face the hemisphere of directions around An [i, j] have received indirect lighting.
Particularly, An [i, j] acts as an occluder of sorts, to stop propagating values in its opposite direction. Cells that
do not have a normal vector defined due to being empty of irradiance samples propagate values in all directions,
that is, to all empty adjacent cells. 4c shows the ambient grid after two iterations of propagation, where all the
empty cells are now populated with an ambient value.

(a) Direct lighting.

(b) Ambient shading (Fa ).

(c) Ambient occlusion (Fao ).

Fig. 5: Indirect lighting function for dynamic objects, where 5a is the base direct lighting, 5b shows the object
shaded with the spatially-varying ambient term, and 5c augments 5b with screen space ambient occlusion.
transfers between the server and a client. Messages are
packed using an LZF compressor [25], for a reduction
in size of up to 40%.

4.2 Two-stage smoothing
The indirect lighting synchronisation process is asynchronous and can run at a lower frequency than the
client rendering. In some scenes it can be very difficult
to generate paths between light sources and the camera [4], requiring a larger number of VPLs to be traced
for a more accurate estimation of indirect lighting [14].
This situation is exacerbated when the light sources
are moving and any accumulated contribution has to

be constantly reset, leading to artefacts and flickering.
To reduce flickering and the disparity between direct
and indirect lighting update rates, a simple two-stage
smoothing mechanism is used. The first stage uses exponential averaging to combine the current irradiance
values in Gc with the newly received values from Gs
such that for every sample, Ec0 = wc Ec + (1 − wc )Es ,
where Ec0 is the updated irradiance value, Ec is the previous value held in the client cache Gc , and Es is the
updated value for the same sample. The weight wc determines how quickly the local cache transitions to the
server version. Increasing wc exploits temporal coherence and reduces artefacts introduced by sudden illumination changes, making for a smooth transition. However, as a side effect of the slower transition, indirect
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illumination may be perceived to be lagging behind the
direct illumination. The weight wc can be adjusted at
runtime and is typically initialised to 0.5. An attempt
has been made to base wc on the change in orientation
of the observer, with large changes resulting in a smaller
weight and vice versa, and although preliminary results
look promising this has not been formally evaluated.
The second smoothing stage is used to compensate for
the difference in update frequencies between direct and
indirect lighting. For an arbitrary sample, the irradiance value used in the previous frame to reconstruct
indirect lighting (Ed ) and the most recent update for
that same sample (Ec ) are linearly interpolated to give
the impression that irradiance is updating at the same
rate as direct lighting. Let Er (t) be an interpolation
function:

Er (t) =


E

 d


Er (0) +





t
(Er (∆T ) − Er (0))
∆T

Ec

t≤0
0 < t < ∆T
t ≥ ∆T

(5)

where t ∈ [0, ∆T ) is the time elapsed since the last
cache update (Gc = Gs ), ∆T is the interval to the
next cache update; the frequency of cache updates determine how quickly Ed approaches Ec . The interval
length to the next cache update, ∆T , is not known a
priori, therefore it is estimated using an exponential
average function:
∆Tn+1 = wd ∆Tn + (1 − wd )τn ,

(6)

where τ n is the recorded interval for the nth update,
∆Tn is the estimated interval for the nth update, and
wd ∈ [0, 1] determines whether more weight is given to
the previous estimate or the actual reading when computing the next estimate. For wc = 1, the next estimate
is based entirely on previous estimates, ∆Tn+1 = ∆Tn ;
for wd = 0, the next estimate becomes the length of
the last recorded interval, ∆Tn+1 = τn . ∆T0 is set to
100 ms. In an ideal scenario where no network and communication fluctuations are present, a small value of
wd will quickly converge to a constant update interval.
Nevertheless, even on an ideal network, the messages
exchanged by client and server are still expected to vary
in size since the amount of data transferred is proportional to the number of irradiance samples contained
in the view frustum of the observer (see §4.1). Empirically, values of wd in the interval [0.55, 0.8] were found
to give the best results and produce less variance in the
estimations, in the general case (see §5.1).

4.3 Amortisation of Computation
The virtual scene representation used for rendering is
available on both the server and the connected clients.
The server needs this information to be able to compute
indirect lighting, while the clients require the scene for
local rendering, including the reconstruction of indirect
lighting and possibly any additional application logic
that manipulates the objects within. A client that
changes the scene representation by moving objects
or lights, for instance, is responsible for informing the
server (see Figure 1) and initiating the synchronisation
process to ensure the scene is consistent at both ends.
The point set Q, which is the representation of diffuse
indirect lighting in the virtual scene, is updated once
for all connected clients that share the same multi-user
environment. Notwithstanding any possible work replication due to scene synchronisation mentioned above,
the centralised indirect lighting computation outweighs
the penalties thereof; not only are these costs quickly
amortised, but the more clients participating in the
same virtual environment, the greater the benefits in
terms of computation sharing, which result in a form
of speed-up.
5 Results
The following results address the scalability of the system, both at client and server-side, bandwidth requirements, latency, and the respective error incurred due
to these networking constraints. The system has been
tested on four scenes, Sponza Atrium (both the original
version and Crytek’s), Tony’s Barbershop (a Half-Life 2
death match community map), and Conference Room.
The Barbershop data set was introduced because besides being a traditional interactive raster scene, it is
densely populated with geometric detail from small objects. The generated point cloud representation sizes for
the maps were 14.5 k, 21.5 k, 32 k and 38.6 k points respectively. The parameters for the production of these
point sets were empirically determined to strike a balance between quality and performance, in terms of both
computation and communication. In Figure 7, the cell
distribution per sample point in a 323 grid is shown; it
can be observed that in all four scenes, very few cells
contain more than 10 samples. The hardware platform
employed as a server for these experiments is equipped
with two Intel Xeon E5-2697 CPUs (12 cores per processor), 64 GB of RAM and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX
Titan. The client setups range from an ASUS Transformer T100 tablet, equipped with an Intel Atom Z3740 processor (clocked at 1.33 GHz) and 2 GB of RAM,
to an Intel Xeon E5-2643 (4 cores per processor), 16 GB
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(a) Sponza Atrium (Crytek)

(b) Conference Room

(c) Tony’s Barbershop

(d) Sponza Atrium (Dabrovic)

Fig. 6: The scenes used for remote rendering using asynchronous computation.
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Fig. 7: Plot of cell frequency counts against the number
of contained samples in a grid with 323 cells. In 7(a),
no duplicate (multiple-referenced) samples are shown;
in 7(b), samples that overlap multiple cells are included
in each of the cells.

of RAM and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 680 display
adapter. The server-side implementation uses NVIDIA
OptiX to accelerate VPL shooting and occlusion testing. The client-side implementation has been carried
out in Unity3D; reconstruction shaders were written in
Direct Compute and thus require Direct3D11-capable
hardware.

5.1 Preliminaries
The values for two-stage smoothing (see §4.2) were set
to wc = 0.5 for the first and wd = 0.65 for the second stage respectively. The value for the second stage
was determined experimentally; a sequence of one hundred cache update intervals τi . . . τi+99 was sampled and
the estimation error (∆Tn − τn ) was recorded for wd ∈
{0, 0.05, 0.1, . . . , 0.95, 1}. To simulate fluctuations both
in the network and communication, the recorded intervals were modulated by a sinusoidal function:


2nπ
0
τn = τn sin
Xn + 1 ,
(7)
s
where s ∈ {16, 32, 64} determines the period of the sinusoid, X is a uniformly distributed random sequence
with elements in the range [0, 1), and τn is the nth
recorded interval. Figure 8 shows the variance in the

The bandwidth requirements of the system have
been recorded for all scenes: 2.826 Mbit/s for Barbershop; 1.712 Mbit/s for Conference; 1.54 Mbit/s
and 1.159 Mbit/s for Sponza Crytek and Dabrovic
respectively. In this test, both the camera view and
the light sources followed a scripted path wherein they
were constantly changing, precluding any quiescence
that could have been achieved by scenes that change
very infrequently or in bursts. The client and server
complete a roundtrip exchange of indirect lighting at
an average frequency of 6 Hz. The total bandwidth
requirements do not exceed 3 Mbit/s, which is on the
same level as the minimum recommendations for game
streaming services (see Table 1), but for the fact that
our system is resolution invariant, and reconstructing
UHD quality images requires no additional bandwidth.
High-dynamic-range (HDR) streaming requires
higher bandwidth allocations, depending on the
numerical precision allotted to each colour channel;
bandwidth requirements double and quadruple for
16-bit (half-float) and 32-bit (single precision) colour
ranges respectively. Comparatively, Netflix for instance, requires 25 Mbit/s to stream in HDR, which is
twice the estimated bandwidth required by RAIL. It is
worth pointing out that although the Barbershop scene
has a smaller point cloud than the Conference scene, it
is nonetheless more densely populated. This results in
a larger number of points captured by frustum culling
when compared to the other scenes, which also reflects
in the higher bandwidth requirements. Notwithstanding, these requirements are lower than most game
streaming requirements for even 720p resolutions. The
results highlight the potential of achieving high-fidelity
graphics on resources of varying computational power
without compromising interactivity response times due
to network fluctuations and bandwidth constraints.
The method scales adequately at both ends of the
hardware spectrum, on average achieving frame rates
of approximately 25 Hz at a resolution of 1024 × 768
on the Intel Atom tablet, and over 60 Hz at UHD
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(b) Mean indirect lighting computation scalability for ideal
parallel, sequential and actual parallel runs.

Speed-up

error for the interval sequences. From the graph, it
can be seen that the interpolation weights yielding less
variance on average lie in the range [0.55, 0.8]. Taking
the mean of the error values for each individual weight
in the range returns the lowest value at wd = 0.65;
this value is used in the following results. The bandwidth (§5.2) and image-fidelity (§5.4) results have been
recorded over a scripted set of paths, one for each of
the four scenes, since it was necessary to replicate the
camera movement over multiple runs of the experiment.
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(c) Speed-up in the computation of indirect lighting due to amortisation.

Fig. 9: Scalability and performance evaluation results
showing system behaviour in terms of response times
and indirect lighting computational overhead as the
number of connected clients increases.
resolutions on a desktop PC equipped with a GeForce
GTX680. The obvious bottleneck during rendering is
the reconstruction of indirect lighting, where for each
pixel shaded, a nearest neighbour search has to be
carried out. Since the system employs a multi-reference
grid, the entire set of samples contributing to indirect
lighting are contained within a single cell; from Figure
7(b) it becomes evident that the majority of cells
contain at most 10 samples.
5.3 Client Scalability (Remote System Overhead)
System scalability is measured in the ability of the system to support multiple connected clients without service degradation. In particular, degradation manifests
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in an increased communication latency between clients
and the server-end, when streaming indirect lighting.
Updates follow a request-response model, where the
client initiates each update itself; this request-response
cycle has been measured for all test scenes with a varying number of clients and it was found that the increase in latency for up to 24 clients is almost negligible, suggesting that the system is capable of scaling well
beyond this number (see Figure 9a). Figure 9b shows
the amortisation of computation for the indirect diffuse
component, in each of the four scenes. If the computation were to be decentralised and moved back to each
individual client, for a homogeneous group of clients c
where each member is working individually, the amount
of work done would increase by a factor of c − 1. For t
ms of original computation time on the server, the total work for c independent clients would increase to ct
ms. In RAIL, indirect lighting computation is valid for
all connected clients, and thus, the ideal computation
time would be t as opposed to ct. However, Figure 9a
highlights the fact that realisation penalties exist that
are introduced due to communication and synchronisation, and increase as more clients are added. To account
for them, the actual computation time for c clients becomes rp (c) + t, where rp (c) is the realisation penalty
for c clients. Figure 9b shows mean plots for t (Ideal),
rp (c) + t (Par.) and ct (Seq.) for all four scenes. Figure
9c expresses this gain in terms of computation speedup; it must be stressed that the gain comes at no cost
since the clients would otherwise still have to perform
the computation of indirect lighting themselves.
5.4 Image fidelity
The remote asynchronous nature of RAIL introduces
temporal discrepancies between the direct and indirect
lighting components. In this test we measure image
fidelity as a function of these discrepancies; particularly, we measure the difference between a typical and
a zero-latency execution of the system, the latter generated entirely and synchronously on the server using
the rendering method described in Section 3, without
any time constraints. For both methods, scripted walkthroughs over three of the test scenes were rendered and
compared. The light sources and camera view change
throughout all but the end of the animation, where the
image was allowed to converge over a number of frames.
Figure 10 shows two selected image pairs from the generated walkthroughs; their structured similarity (SSIM)
index is 0.9429 and 0.8165 for the left and right pair respectively. The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) was
computed for each pair of frames in the resulting animations; this is shown in Figure 11.
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(a) Synchronised GI (no latency).

(b) Asynchronous indirect lighting.

(c) Difference images.

Fig. 10: A comparison between zero-latency (10a) and
asynchronous indirect lighting (10b). The latter contributes to output lag, where the indirect lighting appears to trail behind the direct lighting. The differences
between the two pair of images are shown in Figure 10c.
The structural similarity (SSIM) index is 0.9429 for the
left image pair and 0.8165 for the right.

5.5 Limitiations and future directions
In the constructed prototype, indirect lighting is
computed for diffuse surfaces and stored in terms of
irradiance; a logical avenue to be pursued by future
work is the extension of the system to include support for glossy materials. Dynamic objects, although
supported, only provide a coarse approximation to
indirect lighting through the ambient grid. Besides
investigating other methods for dynamic objects, a
unified solution for static and dynamic geometry could
be sought. The system currently operates under the
assumption that a single point set and the respective
grid-based acceleration structure are sufficient to
model a scene; however, large complex scenes with
sparse geometry layouts may benefit from some overlay
structure, such as a graph, that links together multiple
grids for a more efficient representation. As a note on
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Fig. 11: PSNR values characterising latency of indirect
lighting over animation sequences for tested scenes.

is amortised over them. This carries a significant
advantage over streaming solutions which provide each
of the clients with rendering sandboxes that do not
interact and thus, share no computation load. While
other cloud methods have been presented, both as
fully streaming solutions and as distributed rendering
pipelines, our solution requires lower bandwidth and
is robust to latency. Furthermore, with respect to
purely streaming solutions, our method can amortise
the computation of indirect lighting in multi-user
environments with minimal costs for each additional
client.
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